









   
 









     
       



         

      



 


       

     
       
  

         
     



 
        
      
     
 
       


       

         

        



 
       
         
          

         
        






Traveling area

Reference Walls

20 m
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Detected
line segment

Position
allowance

Sensor origin

2 m

Test mach ine

Dead angle
Racks

Obstacles

Window

e = 0.1               (if 0 < ne < te/4)
e = 0.1/(1+(ne-te/4)) (if ne ≧ te/4)
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ON when pixel is 1

ON when pixel is 0

Always Off
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O   Jump one-pixel gap
X   Outliers
     Fit edge with Outliers
     Fit edge W/O Outliers

X
XO

O
O 1. Find search direction

2. Search border pixels
3. Fit edge by Least  
   Square Method (LSM)
4. Evaluate Error
5. Exclude Outliners
6. Iterate 3 to 5 until
   Error is small enough

Line Segment

Sampling Edge

（Left)    The two line segments, wh ich　possibly connect at the corner.
(Center) Predict the corner point and determine the f iltered area.

(Right)    Generated 2-D filter
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Start

Goal
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